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Groundwater

Capillary Barrier

Groundwater

Layer of Gravel 1cm

Dry Land
No water !

What kind of mechanism?

Let's desalt with water ! What is capillary barrier?

Salt is suppressed ! Is it okay without water?

The crop is growing !

What if it's already salted? Summary

Doesn't the salt rise ?
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The feature of our system

How do you make system?

Contact Info:                                                   Email: fhunters2021@gmail.com FLOra Hunters
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When the groundwater evaporates, 
the salt comes at the surface.

Over 1000 years technology used in ancient  tombs in
Japan. It stores water and shuts down the evaporation.

1 cm thick stone layer blocks 
the rise of salty water.

Because water does not reach, 
the salt content at the soil surface decreases.

Water can rise through with addition of the plant residues
in the capillary barrier.

This capillary barrier also contains Calcium.
Calcium dissolves and ion exchange occurs with sodium.

Minerals such as calcium help
the growth of plants in dry areas.

This is a low-cost and water-saving technology.

If you use micro bubble water, 
you can remove salt with less water.

Ion exchange suppresses salt damage,  does not use 
a large amount of water,  and supplies minerals.

Published to the world on the website. 
Please download from the QR code.
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What is cause of
salt damage ?
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Let’s insert capillary barrier in soil
for salt-damage control and water-saving agriculture  

NaSOIL


